OCT 1983 OCT 1983 APR 1984 OCT 1983 First Development Flight Test JAN 1987 JAN 1987 JUL 1987 JAN 1987 Milestone III (Production Approval)/ Award Initial Missile Production APR 1987 APR 1987 OCT 1987 APR 1987 IOC (may be less than full msl outload) DEC 1989 DEC 1989 JUN 1990 MAR 1990 D5 LE System CDR N/A FEB 2011 AUG 2011 JAN 2011 Change Explanations (Ch-1) DASO-24 current estimate changed from August 2012 to April 2013 due to the extension of the maintenance availability of the USS Pennsyvlania (Ship, Submersible, Ballistic Missile, Nuclear Powered (SSBN -735) and is not attributable to the TRIDENT II (D5) LE program. Further, the Program Manager was able to pull ahead the First Missile Electronics Flight Test (PTM-1) flight that had been previously scheduled for DASO-25 (September 2013) so that it was able to occur as part of . As a result of that action, DASO-25 no longer needs to be included in the TRIDENT II (D5) LE milestones as a significant event prior to TRIDENT II (D5) LE IFI.
(Ch-2) As a result of the DASO-24 current estimate being changed from August 2012 to April 2013 due to the extension of the maintenance availability of the USS Pennsylvania (SSBN-735), the Program Manager was able to pull ahead the First Missile Electronics Flight Test (PTM-1) flight that had been previously scheduled for DASO-25 (September 2013) so that it was able to occur as part of . As a result of that action, DASO-25 no longer needs to be included in the TRIDENT II (D5) LE milestones as a significant event prior to TRIDENT II (D5) LE IFI. 
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Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable net change in the cost variance is due to reductions in verification testing for the Electronics Assembly and the Inertial Measurement Unit configurations. These reductions were the result of a clearer understanding of design changes and risks, as well as greater than anticipated reuse of existing planning products in the qualification planning tasks.
The unfavorable net change in the schedule variance is due to a program directed decision to delay the MOD1 Flight Software release. 
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Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable net change in the cost variance is due to fewer than expected program management support activities at the contractor.
The unfavorable net change in the schedule variance is due to parts not being received as originally planned. 
Contract Comments
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable net change in the cost variance is due to 1) Less required systems engineering support due to fewer issues than anticipated during missile processing; and 2) Delay in material deliveries of connectors and Flight Control chassis.
The favorable net change in the schedule variance is due to a recovery of third stage motor production delays, previously caused by a chamber insulator problem investigation and motor processing delays. Those delays have been resolved and are returning to the master schedule.
Contract Comments
The FY 2011 P&DSS contract specifies a ceiling price that applies to the Fixed Price Incentive Production Contract Line Item Number only (Item 0001). 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable net change in the cost variance is due to 1) Delayed material purchase receipt of advance procurement material; 2) Reduced demand for support service resources due to a delayed start of an alteration and Post Boost Control System destruct manufacturing; 3) Delayed receipt of Linear Ordnance System non-labor piece parts; 4) Delay in material receipt for Interlocks and Flight Control chassis deliveries; 5) Delayed evaluation testing at the Strategic Weapons Facility, Atlantic due to late material receipt; 6) Third Stage (TS) motor storage delayed due to TS motor production recovery efforts and less staff support required due to reduced testing schedule pending receipt of material for testing; 7) Various facility modifications started late due to focus on completing prior year modifications; and 8) Less production support required than originally anticipated due to late hardware deliveries.
The unfavorable net change in the schedule variance is due to 1) Delayed delivery of Gas Generator hardware; 2) Destruct Initiation Unit on hold due to component failures during testing; 3) Destruct Inverter delays due to earlier shut down of the line which caused production delays through December 2013; 4) Gas Hydraulic Assembly delays due to subtier supplier issues; 5) Servoactuator delays due to continuing test stand issues and Vendor Request for Information or Change (VRIC) which have put deliveries on hold until VRIC is resolved; and 6) Delayed production of Test Missile Kit antenna manufacturing and test due to focus of efforts on prior contracts.
Contract Comments
The FY 2012 P&DSS contract specifies a ceiling price that applies to the Fixed Price Incentive Production Contract Line Item only (Item 0001). 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable net change in the cost variance is due to less than planned program management support activities at the contractor.
The unfavorable net change in the schedule variance is due to stopping Interferometric Fiber Optic Gyro assembly operations as a result of a technical problem with oxygen depletion in the fill gas causing a frequency response problem with an optoelectrical gyro part. 
The favorable cumulative cost variance is due to lower than planned program management support activities by the contractor.
The favorable cumulative schedule variance is due to improved efficiencies in the program.
Contract Comments
This is the first time this contract is being reported. 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
The favorable cumulative cost variance is due to 1) Design Compliance Reports were completed more efficiently than anticipated as a result of leveraging available test data; and 2) Less than anticipated production support effort due to completing builds on previous production contracts;
The unfavorable cumulative schedule variance is due to 1) Delivery delays due to delays in testing as well as obsolete parts issues; 2) Circuit Card Assemblies advanced parts buy were late to milestone delivery and builds due to focus on prior year contract efforts; and 3) Delay of Small Reentry Inertial Measurement Unit parts arriving later than originally planned.
Contract Comments
This is the first time this contract is being reported.
The FY 2013 P&DSS contract specifies a ceiling price that applies to the Fixed Price Incentive Production Contract Line Item Number only (Item 0001).
Deliveries and Expenditures
The above data is current as of 2/28/2014. The Program Office estimate of O&S engineering costs was generated using a "bottoms-up" approach with expertise from each technical subsystem manager (missile, launcher, fire control, etc.). The in-house engineering team and their subsystem prime/support contractors work to generate an engineering rough order magnitude estimate, which also takes into account historical sustainment estimates.
Sustainment Strategy: With the collaboration of Strategic Systems Program (SSP) and our industry partners, life cycle sustainment is the basic premise of the TRIDENT II (D5) missile program and its life extension. The strategy is to reduce O&S costs, provide a full range of logistics support, maintain critical reliability and accuracy requirements and implement the Shipboard Systems Integration (SSI) refresh schedule. A total of 533 TRIDENT II (D5) missiles will be procured for this program that will support the OHIO-Class submarine through FY 2042. The TRIDENT II (D5) missile will be the initial Strategic Weapon System (SWS) for the OHIO-Class Replacement Program.
The TRIDENT II (D5) missile SWS is completing its 24th year of deployment and has reached its original design life goal. Like any other aging weapon system, increased maintenance and repair will be required to sustain a safe, reliable, and accurate SWS. SSP's "Cradle to Grave" responsibility requires a broad range of engineering knowledge and unique skill sets to support the Navy's primary nuclear deterrent system. As such, engineering support spanning all phases of the weapon system life cycle is provided by one organization (SSP). Operational Engineering Support is required for the establishment of a "closed loop" system which includes the following: 1) collecting data from the fleet; 2) measuring weapons system performance; 3) analyzing the data collected to identify performance deficiencies; 4) investigating problems identified; 5) developing solutions to resolve the deficiencies and problems; and 6) implementing corrective actions to the fleet. The SSP life cycle budget maintains the industrial base and expertise in the workforce and ensures that those skill sets will be available for the follow-on OHIO-Class Replacement Program.
The current Program of Record is through FY 2042. TRIDENT II (D5) missile will be the initial SWS for the OHIOClass Replacement program and, therefore, additional costs will be incurred.
The TRIDENT II (D5) missile SWS achieved Milestone I in October 1977; Milestone II in October 1983; and Milestone III in April 1987 . At that time, program life cycle cost estimates and service cost positions were not required. At the request of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development & Acquisition, SSP submitted an Internal Independent Cost Estimate for only the acquisition portion of the TRIDENT II (D5) Life Extension Program, therefore no O&S cost estimate is available.
Antecedent Information:
The TRIDENT II (D5) weapon system replaced the TRIDENT I (C4) weapon system. O&S costs and assumptions for the TRIDENT I (C4) system are not available. 
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